The screening criteria of doctoral dissertation in Division of Transdisciplinary Sciences are as follows.

1. The dissertation must contain the methods and procedures to identify and solve the problems accurately.

2. The research theme must be appropriate to the degree applied for. In addition, the dissertation for Doctor of Philosophy in Transdisciplinary Sciences must contain the perspectives and issues in different discipline.

3. The dissertation must establish unique value in the relevant research discipline.

4. It must be observed that the candidate made an appropriate method and plan to carry out, analyze and examine the research with the advanced expertise befitting doctoral level.

5. The dissertation must be described both sufficiently and properly, also the logic structured consistently to the conclusion.

6. The necessary ethical review and approval for research must be obtained.

7. One or more research papers in English, which the candidate took the lead in putting together during his/her enrollment, on main theme of this dissertation must have been published or selected to be published in reliable academic journals with a reviewing system.